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ABSTRACT 

 
More than 10 years have gone by since Play and Stay campaign was launched, and even 
today, there is a lack of scientific studies focusing their strategies on the transition 
process between the stages that make up Tennis 10s.  So, on the basis of interviews with 
expert coordinators, who are responsible for sport initiation programmes in Brazilian 
clubs, this study tries to describe the strategies used for the transition between the 
“green ball” and the “yellow ball”.  
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INTRODUCTION 

The use of low pressure yellow balls is considered by the 

International Tennis Federation as a key aspect in the sport 

initiation process (Miley, 2010). According to Newman (2010), 

the slower balls provide more time for the response, facilitate 

the learner´s return and help to develop and adopt more 

advanced tactical-technical patterns used in competitive 

tennis, and will be useful in the future to reach top 

performance.   

Studies that involve adapted materials have provided 

favourable evidence of the use of structural adaptations in 

children´s tennis (Buszard et al., 2016). In situations of stroke 

tests, Buszard et al. (2014), reported a positive impact  in the 

performance of the forehand in those kids who were using 

materials and balls adapted to their age groups; when 

compared to those using conventional materials, the first ones 

showed greater efficiency and efficacy in stroke and 

movement pattern performance. Likewise, Larson & 

Guggenheimer (2013) described tennis players whose strokes 

were tested in adapted conditions (orange stage), if compared 

with the results using conventional courts and balls, the  

 

 

results were significantly better, hitting with greater speed 

and accuracy and with a higher degree of efficacy. 

In the learning situation, Farrow & Reid (2010) reported 

similar results to those observed during the tests, confirmed 

that the kids exposed to adult playing conditions had less 

learning opportunities, hit less balls per training session, were 

less successful in stroke production and were less motivated 

to continue playing tennis. 

During matches and/or competitions, it was shown that 

constraints derived from the use of adapted material had a 

positive effect on players´ behaviour. Thus, Fitzpatrick et al. 

(2017) showed that matches played in adapted conditions 

(Red and Orange Stage) favoured longer rallies.  Schmidhofer 

et al. (2014) declared that matches played in Orange Stage of 

Tennis 10s, were the closest to professional tennis in the 

number of points won at the net and the rhythm of stroke 

execution.  Kachel et al. (2014) said that the use of the green 

balls, instead of yellow balls, encouraged changes in the 

playing patterns that kids adopted, and made them more 

aggressive when using the green balls, going to the net and 

rallying with faster strokes and hitting more strokes inside 

their comfort zone. 
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In spite of the increasing research to understand the impact of 

structural and methodological adaptations in kid´s learning/ 

training process, little is known about the influence of practice 

structures and the use of adapted materials in the progression 

process for kids in the different stages of Tennis 10s (Buzard 

et al., 2018). 

According to the constraint based approach, when adapting 

the material to the game, you change the interaction of three 

types of factors or constraints (individual, environmental and 

task) and, thus, the action and the potential for action change 

as well (Davids et al., 2008).  In this case, using slower and 

lower bouncing balls, children can adapt their techniques and 

tactics to their skills and capabilities by means of a divergent 

discovery or learning process.  This can be a starting point to 

understand when to pass from one Tennis 10s stage to the 

next one:  players must do so when their capabilities let them 

start learning skills that represent the competitive level of the 

game, when they already know the patterns and /or can 

execute them as if they had a playing style similar to that of 

the competitive level: this means they are already competent 

in the previous level. 

Thus, the transition in the ball use is a key point in the sport 

initiation process, especially when passing from the Green ball 

(25% slower) to the Yellow ball. A bad transition at this stage 

would put the work of the previous stages at risk, producing 

unwanted adaptations in the basic tactical/ technical 

fundamentals. Considering the scenario above, the aim of this 

study has been to describe the transition process from the 

Green ball to the Yellow ball in Brazilian clubs. 

 

METHODS  

The sample for this study consisted of 14 coordinators from 

Brazilian clubs,  prestigious in sport initiation and tennis 

player development. The professionals that were interviewed 

had previous experience in regional level (7), national level (4) 

and international level (3) tennis players, and an average 

coaching experience of  23,8 ± 11,8 years. 

At the time of gathering data, the clubs analysed had 2,980 

students involved in sport initiation programmes (not 

introduced to the use of the yellow ball yet). Most 

programmes started with kids of approximately 5 years old, 

and finished the participation in Green Stage at the age of 10. 

Categorization of the findings was made by Sparkes and Smith 

(2014) “theme analysis” , considering for the analysis and 

comments all the units that grouped the responses of three or 

more coordinators. 

 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

In Figure 1, we present a single category in which at least 

three coordinators reached consensus. 

Table 1. Strategies for the transition from the green to the 
yellow ball 

Coordinators Category 

(U6; U12;U13) 
Using the green and the yellow balls 

simultaneously in the sessions. 

 [...] coaches use them more often towards the end of the year. 
Coaches start using the balls, mixing them. [...] as of the end of 
September.  In January, they will be playing (this means only 
yellow balls). (S12 – 70’52”). 

Although some coordinators adopted a specific procedure for 

the transition, it was impossible to identify clearly that their 

transition process had happened in a non systematic way, and 

empirically, without well defined criteria for the process (time 

of intervention, time of use destined to using each type of ball 

in the session, structure of the practice...) 

[...]  I think it has to be natural. The main point coaches have 
expressed is that the coach has to observe and be very alert 
with this change. I don't have a very organized project yet, I 
cannot say “we are systematized, we are doing it this way”- 
that does not exist so far.  What we do have today is a 
process.... In fact it consists of a different attention to those 
kids in the transition stage. Mainly the grip and the height of 
the impact point. (S5 - 47'28"). 

The “clinical eye” of the coach seems to be the main parameter 

to determine how and how fast to make the transition. 

According to the coordinators, the height of the impact point 

between the racket and the ball and the grip used were the 

reference criterion for the coach to observe. These two 

factors are just the most impacted by the use of the Green 

ball, which according to Kachel et al. (2015) and Newman 

(2010), and on the basis of the constraint based theory 

(Davids et al., 2008),  enable impact points that are much more 

appropriate for kids, due to the material the balls are made of, 

which allows the optimization of the adaptation to the height 

of the children in this stage. 

Just as expressed by Buszard et al. (2018), competition 

demonstrated that it plays an important role at the beginning 

of the transition between balls/stages.  Four coordinators 

stated that this process started some months before the end 

of the year of competitions, so it was possible for children to 

adapt and compete with the yellow ball in the Summer tours 

at the beginning of the new season. “Guga Cup”, one of the 

most important competitions in the country, was mentioned 

by two coordinators as being the last one with adapted balls 

and the beginning of the transition process towards the 

yellow ball. 

These findings strengthen the role of the competitive system 

in the training programmes, from the first stages of sport 

preparation to the long term,(Gonçalves et al., 2016). Thus, it 

is necessary to analyse the pros and cons of extending the use 

of the Green ball in a regular way in competitions until older 

ages. This modification could reduce the impact of the 
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transition, particularly regarding the contact point and grip 

change, depending on the height and strength of the kids.  

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Given the lack of research about transition between stages in 

ITF Tennis 10s, we suggest basing the studies on the impact of 

the different practice conditions, especially in the 

combinations of different materials (green and yellow balls), 

by means of variability in the practice using different 

instruments, implements and materials (weight, size, 

textures...). All of the above, in order to get in the transition 

phase, the best learning results in acquisition, retention and 

transference. 

Given the identification of the coach´s “clinical eye” and the 

importance of certain playing factors like grip and height of 

the impact point for the transition to the next stage, and given 

an understanding of the constraint based approach, we find it 

important to start analysing systematically all the factors that 

may serve to predict good performance in the next stage, so as  

to set guidelines for the transition between stages not based 

on age but on capability. This could result in a better 

participation and skill acquisition rate and a lower rate of 

dropping out at developing ages. 

Note: the authors would like to acknowledge the financial and 

logistic support of the Brazilian Tennis Confederation for the 

development of this study. 
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